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The Erasmus+ "DTeReTi: Digital
Training and Education on
Responsible Tourism Initiatives"
project is a comprehensive, innovative
approach aimed at empowering small
and medium-sized tourism
enterprises (SMEs) and individuals in
the tourism industry. Through a series
of learner's guides, a cutting-edge
bResponsible Simulator, and a
supportive Compendium, the project
provides valuable knowledge, tools,
and resources to foster responsible
tourism initiatives and create a
positive impact on local communities
and the environment.

As the DTeReTi project concludes, we
celebrate our journey from a simple
idea to the impactful results we have
achieved. Our commitment to
fostering a sustainable and inclusive
tourism industry remains unwavering,
and we look forward to the continued
success of responsible tourism
initiatives around the globe.

 
To learn more about the DTeReTi
project and access our valuable

resources, visit:
 

 https://dtereti.com

https://dtereti.com/


Project Overview
The DTeReTi project is a collaboration
between three organisations from three
European countries: the United Kingdom,
Italy and Bulgaria, sharing their expertise to
address the challenges of responsible
tourism. Our journey began with a simple
idea - to promote responsible tourism by
providing accessible and practical digital
resources. Over time, we have successfully
developed and implemented multiple
Intellectual Outputs (IOs) that cover crucial
aspects of responsible tourism, ranging from
the planning stage to the implementation
and promotion of initiatives.

Intellectual Output 1: DTeReTi Learner's
Guide - How to become responsible?
Intellectual Output 2: DTeReTi Learner's
Guide - How to promote my responsible
image (CSR and RBI)?
Intellectual Output 3: DTeReTi Learner's
Guide - How to set up a local network of
responsible tourist companies?
Intellectual Output 4: DTeReTi
Compendium, a comprehensive tool linking
learner's guides with the bResponsible
Simulator.
Intellectual Output 5: DTeReTi bResponsible
Simulator, an interactive learning experience
for responsible tourism initiatives.

The DTeReTi project focuses on creating a rich and
immersive learner experience by providing step-by-
step guidance, practical examples, and interactive
tools. Our three learner's guides cover a wide range
of topics related to responsible tourism, ensuring a
solid foundation for learners. The bResponsible
Simulator allows users to apply their newly acquired
knowledge in a simulated environment,
transforming theoretical concepts into tangible
results. The DTeReTi Compendium acts as a
support system, connecting the learner's guides
with the Simulator and enhancing the overall
learning experience.
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The Impact
The DTeReTi project has achieved significant
milestones by creating a comprehensive set of
digital resources that contribute to the
development of responsible and sustainable
tourism initiatives. With the help of our interactive
tools and expert guidance, numerous individuals
and organizations in the tourism industry have
successfully planned, implemented, and promoted
responsible tourism initiatives. The project's impact
is evident in the positive change it has brought to
local communities, the environment, and the
industry as a whole.


